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I am Ifrah
Besides scoring an overall A grade I achieved the
highest marks in Home Economics SSC Part 1 in
AKU-EB in the entire Sindh. I feel extremely
grateful to Allah Tala for my success; however I
am even more grateful for all those times when I
failed. My failures and disappointments have
made me who I am today and I would not hesitate
a moment to say that the reason of my success
today is my perseverance after every failure in the
past.

my failures and disappointments have made me who I am
It all started when I was a 2.5 year old. I entered kiran
Ibtedai school as a little child, a complete beginner; there I
was taught to believe in myself. I was loved
unconditionally which brought out the confidence in me
and made me courageous to accept failures and
imperfectness. At that tender age I was taught to take my
little decisions myself which had helped me tremendously
today. I found admisison in Habib Girls School in Nursery
and have been there ever since. Kiran was my mentor for
making things easy at such a competitive school.
Managing two worlds socially and emotionally would not
have been possible if kiran would not have helped my
mother to become my biggest support system.

I was taught to take my little decisions myself
Time passed and last year when I was choosing my
subjects, I choose humanities. With this selection I had to
face many difficulties and answer many questions. I had
to face comparisons with my fellow friends who had
chosen sciences.
In our society students of humanities are considered as
the B grade students and are made to be felt left out. They
are labelled as ‘the one's who were not competent enough
for science’.
I had decided to change this mindset and with passion,
dignity and confidence I took up
Humanities .

i took up humanities
A number of obstacles came into my way but I didn't let
them distract me.
At a certain point I even had to distance away from of my
peers who made me feel Inferior. In such times my
mother always stood by me and supported me. She helped
me and asked me to ignore the hurtful whispers and listen
to my heart. She nurtured my patience and helped me to
wait for my success. She assured me that once I achieve
these whispers which demotivate me will shut down. Today
I feel like she was always right and half of my work is
already done.
To all those parents who think science has all the scope,
they are totally wrong. In the present day scenario
humanities is the most critical subject and I feel it should
be mandatory for even science students.

my mother always stood by me
If your children choose humanities, please support them
and focus on their strengths and abilities rather than their
weaknesses.
Lastly it’s my request to all the teenagers that work hard,
stay focused on your studies and minimize the use of
phone, social media and television. These screens bring us
no good, it's simply a waste of our precious time. Plus
make the right choices when choosing friends after all this
is the only close relationship we can chose ourselves.

Our future depends on the choices we make
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